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September Specials—Angel Messages and Gifts
Celebrating International Angel Day
After September 11, 2001, angel therapist, author,
teacher and clairvoyant Doreen Virtue asked God and
the angels for guidance on how to help the world heal.
The result was International Angel Day—a day
dedicated to connecting to the Divine and spreading
peace on earth, one person at a time.
Angel events are held around the globe to help us
connect to God and the angels. You don’t have to have
any experience to participate, and if you can’t make it
to a formal group event, celebrate on your own by
taking a minute to retreat to a peaceful place of

solitude and calling on your angels. Ask them to help you
experience peace and surrender any issues to them which
are causing you to experience unbalance and lower
vibrating emotions such as guilt and fear.
Another powerful and easy way to participate in
International Angel Day (or any day) is to pray. The angels
say that worry is a form of prayer and does not result in
helpful outcomes. It is more productive to ask for a
blessed outcome for everyone’s highest purpose and
benefit. Whether you choose to participate in an angel
class, event or individual prayer session, celebrate our
beloved angels this September 8—International Angel Day!

Debunking Angel Myths
Angels are only available to those of a specific religion of
which you are not a member.
Totally and completely false. Divine help is available to
all who ask for it. The angels do not check a “member
list” before helping.
I don’t have any angels.
All souls have angels. They surround you and help as
much as you allow.
Angels are too busy, have more important people to help,
than to be bothered with your petty problems.
The angels always remind us that they are not limited by
our human limitations or egos. They are the hands of
God and can be with as many souls as needed. All souls
are equal and deserving of their help, and any problem
which interferes with your connection to Source and
peace is worthy of their assistance.

Angels yell, scold or pass judgments.
Some are afraid to hear from their guardian angels as they
expect to hear criticism or other unkind negativity. This is
not possible as the angels do not have egos and don’t
judge us. They always see our true intentions and love us
conditionally just as the Creator does.
It is wrong or evil to communicate with anyone other than
God.
The angels assure us their roles are messengers, servants
and vessels of Divine light and creation. Deceased souls
choose to transition to the light. Evil or wrong cannot exist
in the light so it is impossible that they be evil or hurtful in
any way. The angels say this myth is the “I am not worthy”
belief cloaked in a guilt inducing block to allowing love, joy
and peace—exactly the emotions our Creator wishes us to
experience.

September Reading Specials
Be sure to keep current with happenings at Angel Readings By
Kelly. Visit online at www.AngelReadingsByKelly.com
Phone: (303) 330-0565

15 Minute Reading: $20.00
30 Minute Reading: $40.00
Specials cannot be combined and are only valid during the
month of September.

